
SILENT VENTILATION 

New series of inline  
sound-insulated fans   

VENTS TTI 

Sound-insulated casing

High performance and pressure 

Easy maintenance 

FRESH 

     AIR IN 

           
SILENCE! 
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Recording studios 

Galleries

Offices

Laboratories Kindergartens

Conference halls

Archives

Libraries
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«NOISY LIFE»

O
ur life is daily filled with millions of various 

words, voices and sounds. Wherever we are - 

in the office, on the way or even at home - we are 

surrounded by diverse sounds.  

Loud natural sounds are rare and do not last long. 

However, the voice of nature is hardly audible in the 

modern urbanized world as it is often drowned out by 

industrial and manufacturing sounds that produce a 

heavy noise pollution.  

This sound pollution has become an often unwanted integral part of our lives. 

However, numerous investigations have proved the detrimental effects 

of sound pressure on human health. Lasting exposure to acoustic waves is not 

only unfavourable for auditory organs but may also provoke hypoacusis, heart 

disorders, pressure drops, headaches, rapid fatigability, nervous overstress and 

other pathologic conditions that may result in further severe complications. 

We perceive sound in different ways depending on age, health state, mood 

and ambient conditions. As long as most daily time we spend at work, exactly the 

labour conditions influence our acoustic apparatus most of all. 

The many sources of noise irritants include loud human voices, operating 

equipment, street noise flowing through open windows, telephone rings, etc.

Admissible noise level and permanent air circulation inside is a precondition 

for a comfortable working atmosphere. 

Natural air circulation created by open windows and doors is  always 

combined with unhealthy draughts, ingress of high 

noise  and various smells, dust, allergens.  But even 

mechanical ventilation that is more preferable for 

working places is also associated with increased 

acoustic discomfort because of sounds generated by 

operating equipment components. 

20-30 dB  - that is the natural noise level that 

is harmless for the human health and makes the 

natural noise background in our life. 

DO YOU NEED EFFICIENT SILENT VENTILATION IN 

YOUR ROOM?  

WE HAVE A SOLUTION! 

The latest  developments in ventilation industry resulted in producing a totally 

sound-insulating casing that makes a fan operation absolutely silent.   The noise 

level generated by the TTI fan does not exceed 29 dB(A) at minimum air capacity 

and 38 dB(A) at maximum air capacity respectively.  

The noise  produced by the fan is on the level with the natural sound 

environment that makes us feel comfortable and relaxed. 

Integration of silent fans  into air handling units is the optimal solution for 

various premises requiring low noise ventilation, such as hospitals, polyclinics, 

banks, archives, museums, kindergartens, education facilities, libraries, theaters, 

public institutions, record studios, etc.
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The new TTI fan is incorporated into a specially designed sound-insulated 
casing that provides silent fan operation combined with high aerodynamic 
properties. 

Available dimension sizes include 200, 250 and 315 mm and the maximum 
air capacity reaches 2350 m3/h.  

The VENTS TTI fans combine wide capabilities and outstanding technical 
parameters of axial and centrifugal fans to produce powerful air stream and 
high pressure. 

The fans are used in air handling systems installed in commercial and 
industrial premises requiring low noise level, including libraries, conference 
halls, education facilities, kindergartens, etc.).

Series  

VENTS TTI

FRESH AIR IN SILENCE - THAT IS REAL!

SOUND-INSULATED MIXED TYPE FANS

Accessories

External airtight terminal box Sound insulated casing ensures silent operation of  

the fan 

Panel filters

FB 200…FB 315

FBV 200…FBV 315

Bag filters 

FBK 200 …FBK 315

Electric heaters

NK 200…NK 315

Water heaters

NKW 200…NKW 315 

Backdraught dampers

KOM 200…KOM 315

  Casing 

   inner casing is made of polymer coated steel;

  internally perforated casing let sound waves come through and be directed to a layer of sound-

insulating material at some angle;

   50 mm heat- and sound-insulating layer made of isover in the casing; 

  specially designed perforated casing and sound absorbing material take care of sound attenuation 

in a broad frequency band; 

  the inner casing and the impeller are made of high-quality durable plastic: ABS (Ø 200, 250 mm) or 

low flammability polypropylene (Ø 315 mm); 

   easily detachable motor and impeller block facilitates servicing and maintenance operations;  

  power is supplied to the fan though the external airtight terminal box on the fan casing;

  the fan connecting pipes are rubber sealed for airtight connection to the air ducts.
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VENTS TTI - EFFECTIVE SILENT VENTILATION SOLUTION.

Mounting brackets for fastening to the wall 

Automatic control 

dampers

KRA 200…KRA 315

Clamps

C 200…C3 15

CZ 200…CZ 315

CZK 200…CZK 315

Temperature regulators

RTS-1-400

RTSD-1-400

Speed switches

P2-5.0

Speed switches

P2-1-300

  Motor

  single-phase double speed motor or roll bearings with service life 

up to 40 000 hours; 

  motor overload protection with thermal switches;

  IPX4 ingress protection rating. 

  Control 

  double speed motor step control with an external speed 

switch (available upon separate order);

  TTI…V models are equipped with an integrated speed switch; 

  TTI…T models are equipped with a regulated timer adjustable 

between 2 and 30 minutes;  

  smooth or step speed control with a triac or transformer 

speed controller connected to the high speed terminal. 

  Mounting 

  any mounting place within the ductwork system; 

  fan mounting at any angle; 

  several fans may be installed in parallel to attain higher air 

capacity or in series to increase operating pressure in the system; 

  fan casing is equipped with mounting brackets for attaching 

to the wall. 
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VENTS TTI VENTS TTI 

VENTS TTI 

SOUND-INSULATED MIXED-FLOW FANS 

TTI 200 TTI 250 TTI 315

Speed min. max. min. max. min. max.

Voltage [V/50 Hz] 1~ 230 1~ 230 1~ 230

Power [W] 90 125 125 177 225 330

Current [A] 0,4 0,55 0,54 0,79 0,98 1,43

Max. air capacity [m3/h] 830 1040 1110 1400 1760 2350

Rotation speed [min-1] 2045 2510 1955 2440 1980 2660

Sound pressure level at 3 m distance [dBA ] 29 33 30 35 32 38

Max. operating temperature [°C] 60 60 60

Ingress protection rating IP X4 IP X4 IP X4

Sound power level Octave-frequency band [Hz]

Hz Tot. 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

LwA to inlet dB(A) 65 29 41 57 60 61 58 55 51

LwA to outlet dB(A) 75 31 45 58 65 73 65 53 47

LwA to environment dB(A) 55 25 33 48 41 53 49 41 29

Sound power level Octave-frequency band [Hz]

Hz Tot. 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

LwA to inlet dB(A) 69 35 47 62 61 64 67 58 55

LwA to outlet dB(A) 75 40 53 69 69 70 65 55 51

LwA to environment dB(A) 58 25 32 41 51 55 52 49 37

Sound power level Octave-frequency band [Hz]

Hz Tot. 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

LwA to inlet dB(A) 62 26 38 54 57 58 55 52 48

LwA to outlet dB(A) 65 28 42 48 62 60 62 50 44

LwA to environment dB(A) 45 22 30 31 38 41 42 29 22

  Technical data
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Type
Dimensions [mm]

D B Н L L1 L2 H1 H2

TTI 200 200 350 353 1087 956 554 190 140

TTI 250 250 410 413 945 793 515 230 180

TTI 315 315 490 493 1407 1255 753 330 280

  Fan overall dimensions

  Mounting examples
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